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SPECIAL REPORT OF THE METROPOLITAN
DISTRICT COMMISSION AND THE DE-
PARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH RELATIVE
TO ESTABLISHING A METHOD OF AS-
SESSING FINANCING AND MAINTENANCE
COSTS ON CITIES AND TOWNS IN THE
NORTH AND SOUTH METROPOLITAN SEW-
ERAGE DISTRICTS.

April 15, 1939.
To the General Court of Massachusetts

On June 22, 1938, the Legislature, by chapter 56 of
the Resolves of 1938, authorized and directed a Joint
Board, consisting of the Metropolitan District Com-
mission and the Department of Public Health, to con-
sider the advisability of establishing a method of assessing
financing and maintenance costs of the Metropolitan
Sewerage Districts on the bas
discharged thereinto, which re

s of the volume of sewage
solve is as follows;

C{)c Commontuealtt) of

Resolved, That the metropolitan listrict commission and the de-
partment of public health, acting as a joint board, are hereby author-
ized and directed to investigate the advisability of establishing a
method of assessing financing and maintenance costs on cities and
towns belonging in whole or in part to the north metropolitan and
south metropolitan sewerage districts, on the basis of volume of
sewage delivered by the towns, respectively, into the systems of such
districts. Said joint board shall report to the general court the re-
sults of its investigation and its recommendations, if any, together
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with drafts of legislation necessary to carry said recommendations
into effect, by filing same with the clerk of the house of representatives
on or before the first Wednesday of December in the current year.

In accordance with the provisions of this resolve, the
Commission submits herewith the results of its investi-
gation.

We find that it is common practice, both in other parts
of this country and in Europe, where several munici-
palities jointly construct and maintain sewerage works
for their joint use, for the cost to be assessed both in
regard to construction and maintenance on the basis of
the amount of sewage delivered to the joint system by
each municipality.

For example, we find in the Hackensack Valley Sewer-
age Commission, that while Bergen County and Hudson
County pay for the cost of construction in proportion
to the amount of construction within the boundary of
each county, the provisions for reimbursement to the
counties by municipalities for service are based on a uni-
form rate per million gallons of sewage delivered to the
trunk sewers.

Passaic Valley Sewerage District. In this district the
cost of maintaining and operating the sewerage system
is borne by twenty-two participating municipalities in
direct proportion to the quantity of sewage disposed by
each municipality.

Elizabeth Joint Meeting. The capital cost of this
trunk line was paid for on the basis of percentage of the
capacity reserved by each municipality in the line, tak-
ing into account the mileage of sewer used. The main-
tenance is paid for on the basis of percentage of flow of
sewage from each municipality.

Rahway Valley Joint Meeting. The cost of main-
taining and operating this system, including cost of cur-
rent repairs, cleaning, etc., is paid for by the municipali-
ties in proportion to the average number of gallons per
day discharged into the entire system by the municipali-
ties using the same. This use is determined by contin-
uous flow measurements at the lines of the different
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municipalities and where their sewers may join the main
system.

These examples are used simply as showing the type
of modern methods of assessing the cost and construc-
tion, and also of methods of sewerage systems where
several governmental entities are joined together. The
Commission does not recommend specific legislation on
this subject at the present time, for the reason that many
of the present Metropolitan District sewers have exceeded
in length the life on which their capacity was computed,
and the result is that many of these sewers are surcharged
and under wet weather conditions overflow. Under
these conditions, certain municipalities are not able to
have their sewage taken off by the trunk sewers, and
therefore their assessments, if the attempt were made
to measure the sewage, would be entirely unfair to mu-
nicipalities on the same line farther removed from the
outlets, where it is possible for the municipality to put
practically its entire sewage into the system. The lack
of capacity of the present sewers in the Metropolitan
District is being investigated by the special commission
created by chapter 79 of the Resolves of 1938.

This investigation has progressed to such an extent
that this Board believes that it is not feasible to change
the present method of assessments, namely, a propor-
tionate assessment based on valuation for construction
cost, and a proportionate assessment based on population
for maintenance cost, until the new relief sewers are
constructed. However, in the study of this matter, the
Commission is of the opinion that it is not feasible to
continue the attempts of the last several years to force
the separation of storm and sanitary sewage as required
by the present law. It seems to us that this is not prac-
tical on account of its necessitating two separate sewer
connections to each boundary, and also entails such a
large expense that it is better to use the system as a com-
bined system, and by measuring the amount of sewage
delivered by each municipality and charging it on a
gallonage basis, will give credit to those municipalities
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which have spent large amounts of money to improve
their sewerage system and yet relieve those who have
not, for various reasons, accomplished much in this line.
Therefore the Commission is finally of the opinion that
until the relief sewers are completed, the method of as-
sessing on the basis of the amount of sewage delivered
should be adopted.

Respectfully submitted,

METROPOLITAN DISTRICT COMMISSION.

E. C. HULTMAN,
Commiss

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH.

PAUL J. JAKMAUH,


